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WHY A CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER? The Chesterfield City Hall staff and elected
officials caused this newsletter to be produced and posted. Since AOL/patch.com
launched a Chesterfield website in November of 2010 I have been the opinion columnist
on the site. The columns were weekly at first and would cover local politics, taxes, the
arts, food and some human interest features.
Over a period of time the columns got to be more and more political in nature. At first it
was tough to write too much about the Chesterfield City Council. The agendas were
short and the meetings were often over in 15-to-20 minutes.
Since 2008 I have written a newsletter about the comings and goings in Town and
Country politics and happenings at City Hall. In 2010 and in early 2011I also wrote
columns for the Town and Country-Manchester Patch. I was not only writing a weekly
column about Town and Country but also one about Manchester.
Manchester Board of Aldermen meetings often were on the same night as Chesterfield
meetings. There was no comparison between a Manchester and a Chesterfield
meeting. Chesterfield meetings were over in 20 minutes, while people attending
Manchester meetings were just getting their voices warmed up. So I normally attended
the Manchester meetings, until patch killed my T&C-Manchester columns. That left my
Mondays open for Chesterfield meetings.
Squeezing the nickel Within three months of launching Patch.com in St. Louis AOL
was already making cuts and tightening purse strings. Within four months I was only
writing the Chesterfield column.
In the fall of 2011 the Chesterfield column expanded from one a week to as many as
four a week. However, the pay did not increase.
By the first of 2012 the pay for freelancers was frozen to just $50 a week. That was the
original price for one written piece of anything back in 2010.
In 2012 if I had several ideas I would write them up. I asked the Chesterfield patch
editor to just pay me $200 a month and I would write up to 10 pieces a month.
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Now there is talk of reducing the pay even more for the remainder of 2012.
APPARENTLY CHESTERFIELD CITY OFFICIALS HAVE A VERY THIN SKIN:
By May Chesterfield city hall staffers and elected officials were unhappy with coverage
the city was receiving on the Patch from editor Jean Whitney’s articles and from my
columns. They were specifically upset with the coverage of the opposition to the outlet
malls tax breaks.
In May an assistant city administrator was instructed to send an email to the Patch
regional editor requesting a meeting about coverage. That meeting included regional
editor Kurt Greenbaum, city administrator Mike herring, Mayor Bruce Geiger,
councilpersons Randy Logan and Connie Fults.
City Administrator Mike Herring feels his job is to stick up for local politicians.

Herring, Mayor Geiger and City Attorney Rob Heggie Pledge Allegiance to the Flag, the
first amendment maybe another matter.
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INSERT PHOTOS
Apparently the Chesterfield people didn’t think there was enough “positive” articles and
columns. They also were not happy with the coverage of the opposition to the outlet
mall tax deals.
Showdown: After that meeting Greenbaum took control of two columns I had already
filed, but which has been posted. One dealt with my observations of the public hearing
about the outlet mall sales tax proposition. I wrote that instead of listening a number of
councilpersons were ignoring residents and lecturing them.
The other column involved hours of research and was about politicians and the type of
cars they own.
Greenbaum was not allowing these columns to be posted. I drastically rewrote the mall
Opposition column and it was posted two weeks later. I had threatened to quit if at least
the rewrite was not posted. http://chesterfield.patch.com/articles/no-vote-on-outlet-cidmaybe-a-councilman-wanting-a-level-playing-field
The original column that never ran appears later in this newsletter.
The second showdown was over the Politicians’ Cars column.
http://chesterfield.patch.com/articles/we-grade-politicians-and-their-cars
I again threatened to stop writing columns if the cars column was not posted.
It was on Wednesday June 13. It was one of the tops pieces in viewers hits on the site
for three or four days.
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CHESTERFIELD ATTMEPTS TO CONTROL OPINIONS AND NEWS: Immediately
the protests begin. Councilpersons complained about the column, but so did the city
administrator Mike Herring. I don’t think this is Herring’s job. His job is to run the city. It
is not to try and control what political opinion columns appear about local politicians.
DOUBLE STANDARD: I find it amusing that there is apparently a double standard for
local Chesterfield Republican office holders. It is okay for me to write columns making
fun of Senator Claire McCaskill but it not alright for me to write about a city
councilperson.
IRONY: Mayor Geiger and Mike Herrning are not looking at their “problem” with any
common sense. Patch.com lost $100,000,000 last year. That’s right 1/10th of a billion
dollars. Patch.com kept AOL from making a profit in 2011. Patch.com is now an issue at
AOL stockholder meetings. Articles in the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal
both suggest that Patch will be dead by the end of the year.
All they have to do is sit back, grin and bear it and Patch.com will go out of business in
a few months. When they go on the offensive their might be push back from other
media or political groups.
THE ANSWER I found that Mike Herring was trying to bully people into reporting things
the City of Chesterfield way. I have never liked bullies. When it appeared that the patch
regional editor was going to bow to Chesterfield’s pressure, I decided at the one-month
mark of filing the column about the City of Chesterfield protesting too much, I would
simply start writing a Chesterfield newsletter, send it out to interest person and post it on
my website at http://johnhoffmann.net It has been a month.
THE BURIED COLUMN: Here is the column that Regional Editor Kurt Greenbaum
refused to post. See if you think it is all that objectionable.
Sometimes I Think the City of Chesterfield Protests Too Much…About Outlet Mall
Opposition
The City of Chesterfield seems to want the media cheerleading their cheerleading
of a developer’s demand for a Commercial Improvement District Sales Tax
By John Hoffmann
I have had several jobs since 1977 that left me in charge of official government records.
Often the media wanted to see these records.
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I had a golden rule which was, “Try not to tick off people who buy ink by the barrel or
video tape by the case.” Times have changed…not as much ink and almost no video
tape anymore, but the principle remains the same.
I have worked for political appointees who were afraid of the press. (Here at Patch in
the St. Louis region it appears as if editors are afraid of the politicians) The way my
government bosses would treat the press would amaze me. If a reporter wanted to look
at some official records, they would be forced to file Freedom of Information or
Sunshine requests. I mean, if it is a public record why should you have to file anything
to see it?
If the local law would allow a 72-hour response these people would take every minute of
that 72 hours to respond, even if they could answer the request in a few minutes after
receiving it. .
I never understood the need to be confrontational. If a reporter was working on a
story that might make my department look bad, why would I want to make him more
suspicious, look harder and ask more questions by jacking him around on a records
request.
For two years in the 1970s I handled media requests for a police department where I
was a detective. I made sure reporters calling for information got their story and
developed a good relationship.
It paid off when a problem family we had dealt with on a regular basis complained that
their son on his bicycle had been hit by a police car being driven recklessly. It turned out
their son had had been riding his bicycle down a hill on the wrong side of the road and
hit a stopped police car square in the passenger side front door. Without having to ask
for a report, one was given to the reporters calling about the accident. No one ever
wrote a story. This was a perfect example of getting along with the media.
Likewise in suburban Washington DC, for five years I had newspapers and TV reporters
calling me for records after my boss tried to have them jump through hoops. We always
came off a little better in the stories when we were cooperative with the press.
Chesterfield Wants Control I was a little surprised early in May when an assistant city
administrator from Chesterfield complained about the coverage the city was getting in
the Chesterfield Patch and wanted a meeting.
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The meeting was attended by several high ranking city staffers and elected officials.
Complaints were made that coverage was not giving enough of the city’s side on issues.
“Cheap shots” was another complaint. I have to guess that might have been directed at
me. When trying to write opinion columns in a style to keep people reading them, I have
always tried to use humor. Humor can be tough. Some people will enjoy jokes. Others
won’t understand them. Still others believe a joke is a “cheap shot” if their name is
mentioned.
It seems the coverage that perhaps has upset the city leaders the most has been about
the opposition to the outlet mall special sale tax proposals.
But the coverage in West Magazine, The Journals or the lead letter to the editor of the
Post-Dispatch continued to have headlines about OPPOSITION TO THE CID TAX IN
CHESTERFIELD.
The city apparently does not think we have properly explained how Commercial
Improvement District (CID) or Traffic Development District sales taxes work. It is pretty
simple and I think that if you over explain how it works you start making your readers
feel that you think they are stupid.
CIDs and TDDs often last 15-to-20 or even more years! They allow an extra sales tax
to be collected that goes to the development and upkeep of a retail area. The CIDs in
play in Chesterfield are 1% sales taxes. This simple definition begs the question; “Why
don’t they charge more for rent or for products and keep another tax off of the books?”
In this case the city staff first said no one is making you shop where there is a CID or a
TDD tax. You can shop somewhere else. (Maybe now, but pretty soon it will be tough to
find a shopping area that does not have a TDD or a CID sales tax.)
When this explanation did not appear to quiet down the sales tax opposition the city
sent out to the media a list of all the other cities that are using CID and TDD sales
taxes. This apparently goes under the heading of “Hey Mom! All the kids are doing it!.”
According to this explanation soon everyone will be using these additional sale taxes
and you won’t have the option to “shop somewhere else” to avoid them.
At the recent public hearing it truly appeared as if some city leaders were in fact
cheerleading for the developers.
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By complaining so much about the coverage city officials appear to have taken a stance
that the City desperately needs the development and along with it new property taxes
and regular sales taxes.
When a former mayor writes a letter in opposition to a tax…that has to be part of the
story.
A couple of weeks after the meeting with city officials and Patch editors there was a
second meeting, with more complaints!
This has caused me to stop and look back at 17 months of writing about the city. I have
written how efficiently run the city is, how well the police document crimes and
accidents, what a good job the city does in snow plowing, what a good idea a new
subdivision parking ordinance was and what a good parks system the city has.
I have also written how the city’s municipal judge will not convict drunk drivers and likes
to keep people from knowing what is going on in court or how there are special parking
spaces for car pools but no car pools and how the city issued 1,000 permits for a dog
park with only 15 parking spaces. But more recently I have written about how unfair CID
and TDD sales taxes are for developers and merchants that started businesses with no
such breaks.
At times there can be a thin line between “pressuring the media for a favorable slant”
and using a government office to be a bully.
Overall I have been pointing out what is good and what in my opinion is not so good.
After all it is called an opinion column.
BACK TO THE NEWS OF THIS WEEK…RED LOBSTER GOING BURGUNDY AND
WHITE: Red Lobster was in front of the Architectural Review Board on June 14
requesting permission to paint the gables at the front door white and the planks
burgundy. They also want to replace damaged shutters.
It is a little amazing that government regulation or in some cases (you decide if this is
one) OVER REGULATION is in place if you want to change the color of your paint and
replace damaged shutters.
http://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/Agendas/PlanAgendaDocs/06-14-2012ARB.II.B.pdf
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TEENAGE PARTY RESPONSIBILITY ORDINANCE Don’t get me wrong. Part of my
30 years in law enforcement dealt with breaking up huge teenage parties where alcohol
was involved. When I was a police captain in Maryland the Montgomery County police
actually had a unit named “The Party Busters” that would answer loud teenage party
calls on Friday and Saturday nights.
I was the first officer on the scene of a party in the Town of Chevy Chase and
immediately made two arrests for teenagers in possession of several cases of beer.
Also arrested at the party was the daughter of Vice President Al Gore.
So I am all for enforcement of illegal teenage parties where there is alcohol, loud music
fights and subdivisions jammed with illegally parked cars.
However, this proposed ordinance seems to be poorly written and possibly
unconstitutional.
Check this link and tell me what you think.
http://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/Agendas/AgendaBills/bill2888.pdf
Bill 2888 was originally proposed by the Rockwood Drug Free Organization. It passed
the city’s Health and Safety committee and is sponsored by Councilman Derek Grier.
The bill makes property owners (parents) responsible for parties that are unruly,
disorderly where minors are in possession of alcoholic beverages or controlled
substances. If passed the ordinance is not a criminal ordinance that allows arrest or a
possible small jail sentence. It is a civil violation that only has a cash fine. This sounds
great on the surface but…
What if you as a parent leave on vacation and your 20-year-old son or daughter is left at
home. You tell them they are absolutely forbidden to have a party while you are gone.
You and your spouse then leave for two weeks in Carmel, California. Four days later
your kids have the party and the cops break it up.
The cops charge your kid with
* Being a Minor in Possession of Alcoholic Beverages
* Providing Alcoholic Beverages to Minors
* Peace Disturbance
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Other party goers are charged with Minor in Possession, illegal parking and perhaps
littering.
Why the heck should you be charged? It is not like you were in the basement ignoring
the party or in bed after swallowing a couple of sleeping pills. You had nothing to do
with the offense plus you were out of the jurisdiction when the offense occurred.
City Attorney Rob Heggie said the ordinance would hold up. I asked him for any case
law I could look up. He said he wasn’t going to research this for me. I asked him if he
was saying he had not researched the issues before writing the proposed ordinance. He
just repeated he was sure it would stand up to a challenge. He added that he hoped
someone would challenge it because it would just mean more money for him.
Police Chief Ray Johnson and City attorney Rob Heggie were not even clear on the
penalties under this bill.
Chief Johnson maintained that person could be arrested for violating this new
ordinance. Heggie said it was a civil violation and no arrest could be made, just a
citation with the possibility of a fine. Having enforced and written ordinances involving
both criminal violations and civil infractions, I agree with Heggie.
I pointed this out to Chief Johnson and he back pedaled a bit and said the police could
still arrest for the offenses they have been doing for 23 years…Minor in Possession,
Supply to a Minor, Peace Disturbance, etc.
$$$$ The ordinance will also require the property owner to pay for any police, fire or
EMS response related to the “illegal party.” I showed this to a friend of mine who was a
former 20-year prosecutor with the U.S. Attorney’s Office. He agreed with me that this
appeared to be poorly written and also seemed to be more about recouping money than
stopping teenage drinking.
ROCKWOOD V PARKWAY: I find it funny that the police have been dealing with kid
parties for 23 years and until this Rockwood parents group came forward they did not
think they needed this new ordinance.
What is the city council going to do if a Parkway parents group comes up with a
different ordinance they want passed to deal with teenage parties that conflicts with this
one?
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WHAT’S THE DIFF: it was pointed out that Clarkson Valley and Wildwood recently
enacted similar ordinances with one big difference. In Clarkson Valley and Wildwood
the property owner (parents) got a first time warning. In other words you had to have
TWO out of control teenager parties before you got cited. Mayor Geiger stated there
would be no warnings with the Chesterfield ordinance.
That is of course until the case got to municipal court before the Judge Whisperer Rick
Brunk. http://chesterfield.patch.com/articles/chesterfield-city-court-features-the-judgewhisperer
Brunk is famous for not finding people guilty in his courtroom. The Chesterfield Police
won’t give the first time warning, but you can count on Judge Brunk to give it. He is also
well known for giving second warnings. http://chesterfield.patch.com/articles/mclaughlins-probation-is-not-revoked-for-first-dwi-after-he-pleads-guilty-to-second

ON A 95-DEGREE DAY THE TALK OF SNOW: It was 95-degrees when the City
Council met on Monday June 19. The topic on the public’s mind seemed to be snow.
There were 13 people in the council chamber s all representing different subdivisions
and homeowner associations. They all had one thing in common, their subdivision had
private streets. In the past Chesterfield provided snow removal reimbursement to
subdivisions with private streets that the city does not clear. The subdivisions have to
hire private contractors to remove snow.
The subdivisions directors and trustees all had a common theme…give us more money.
Two years ago the city reduced funds to the subdivisions for snow removal. This has
resulted in some subdivisions hitting homeowners with $300 and $400 special
assessments to cover snow plowing contracts.
The Ying and the Yang
The Ying The subdivision are still getting a reimbursement…it just isn’t as much as it
used to be. However in one sense it appears as if people are complaining about getting
something for free. That complaint is “we want more.”
The Yang Nearby Town and Country is the only West County city that I’m aware of
that does this…the City plows the private streets. Even if the subdivision is gated T&C
plows the streets for free. They use two theories for doing this.
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First It is a city service that should be provided to all citizens. The city being in the
municipal road salt consortium gets road salt at the lowest price available.
Second Snow removal is part of public safety and enables police, fire and EMS to
respond safely to emergencies. This theory is flawed because the city does not plow
snow for shopping centers, apartment complexes, a hospital medical center or school
campuses. They all could also have emergencies for the police, fire or EMS.
In 2009 to save money Town and Country proposed plowing snow on private streets by
doing just two passes and not clearing the street curb to curb. This brought out some
complaints. Again it was a situation where private subdivisions were looking a gift horse
in the mouth, but the Board of Aldermen relented and kept the service curb to curb and
at no charge to the private subdivisions. All the gate subdivisions had to do to get the
service was open their gates when it snowed.
Public Works Committee: Councilman Randy Logan hinted the Public Works
Committee would favorably act on their request on Thursday.
.
WHEN IT COMES TO CARTOONS: I like to attach a few of my favorite cartoons that
don’t appear in St. Louis at the end of every newsletter. I choose cartoons based on the
ones that make me laugh first follow by ones that make a political statement. In the last
four years this is my favorite cartoon:

CARTOONS:
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